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A member of the public has reported a badger who appears to have a large lump on one
side of its face. The lump seems to be growing although it is not causing the badger any
obvious distress. When the local badger group see the badger through a pair of
binoculars, they can see that the badger is female and is producing milk, even though it’s
a little after the time by when cubs would normally have been suckling.
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Moral dilemmas
The website ‘Badgerlands’ has a range of interesting scenarios to discuss. We’ve taken
some of these and adapted them; we hope you find them interesting food for thought and
debate.

Scenario 1: Wild animals and veterinary care

1a)  Should the badger group try to capture the badger and take it to the vets?
 
1b)  What should the vet do if she/he finds that the lump is in fact a cancer and
untreatable?

********

Scenario 2: Should there be an animal NHS?2

As a veterinary student at University, you were trained to look after animals to the best
of your ability. The costs of treatment were mentioned but the issue of how to run a
practice profitably did not form a major part of your course. Legally, you are allowed to
refuse to treat an animal unless you can be fairly sure that your fees will be paid.
 
Now you are working as a vet, the fees you charge customers provide you with a
livelihood whereby you provide for your family and are able to provide a service to the
animals brought to you. 
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A member of the public comes into the practice with an injured wild animal she has
found. When you explain that she must pay for any treatment, she says she will not pay
and that you should do it for free. She seems very upset, and accuses you of being
uncaring..

2a)  Is it right to refuse to treat a wild animal when you will not get paid for the
work you do?
 
2b)  Should there be an NHS for animals?

Scenario 3: Professional obligations3
You are working in a village as a vet who specialises in the welfare of farm animals.
One farmer, for whom you do a lot of work, comes to see you with an injured bulldog.
It’s not a breed the farmer uses in her farm work. The dog seems to have a broken
lower jaw, several missing teeth, and extensive bite marks around the muzzle and on
the rump. You very strongly suspect the dog has been in a fight, potentially with a
badger. The village is rife with rumours of badger baiting happening locally. You’ve
previously heard this farmer in the village pub speaking about baiting.  She hasn’t said
she does it herself but you have heard her say it’s a traditional countryside sport and
it’s not like badgers are endangered.

3a)  Should you tell the farmer about your concerns over her dog?
 
3b)  Should you contact the police, as badger baiting is a criminal offence under
the 1992 Protection of Badgers Act? (If the farmer realises you have done this,
you will lose her business and possibly that of other clients)
 
3c)  Why is badger baiting a criminal offence? Should it be?
 
3d)  In what circumstances could animal fighting be considered a sport?
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Scenario 4: A reformed character4
A woman was convicted of badger baiting. She was fined and went to prison, serving
her full sentence. On release, she found that her husband had left her, and she got
attacked by other members of the baiting gang because they were also convicted. She
has now genuinely turned her back on badger baiting and other wildlife crimes. In fact,
she volunteers for the local badger group, giving talks in the community. An animal
rights group publishes her name, address, telephone number and details of her old
badger baiting convictions on their website, with a message, "Come on people, you
know what to do!"

5a)  Are the protesters right to occupy the land?·      
 
5b)  How could the needs of local people and badgers both
be met?
 

4a)  Should the animal rights group have published her details?
 
4b)  Should the woman be allowed to volunteer for the local badger group?
 
4c)  What is the right way to deal with people who take part in badger baiting?

********

Scenario 5: Whose land?
A development company has been given permission to build houses on land where
badgers currently forage at night. There are not enough homes in the area and young
people born and brought up there are having to move away. The badgers have
nowhere else to forage and without the field will have to find a new place for a sett.
Reaching the nearest suitable alternative territory will involve them crossing a
motorway. A local protest group have occupied the site so that the houses can’t be
built. They are trespassing on the land but this isn’t a criminal offence. A lot of
motorists driving past the field are tooting their horns in what appears to be a show of
support for the protesters.

5
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Scenario 6:   Civil liberties and the shooting industry6
A badger group run Wounded Badger Patrols, walking public footpaths at night in high-
viz jackets. Their activities are completely legal; they are looking for wounded badgers
which have been injured by inaccurate shooting in the cull. Mistakenly, they are in the
wrong area and no badgers are being culled there. 
 
A group of gamekeepers also patrol the area at night, having lost a lot of pheasants to
poachers. They mistake the Wounded Badger Patrollers for poachers and encircle them
so that they can’t continue with their patrol nor leave the area. The Wounded Badger
Patrollers point out to the gamekeepers that they’re wearing high-viz jackets,
something poachers would never do. The gamekeepers become increasingly aggressive
and some start verbally abusing the patrollers. One of the gamekeepers phones the
police, who arrive very quickly.

6a)  Were the gamekeepers right to behave as they did?
 
6b)  What should the police do?
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Dangers of taking a lactating sow away from cubs – certain death for them, when
the mother’s condition does not seem immediately dangerous to her. (Other
female badgers would not take over feeding the cubs.)
Possible distress to the animal of capture versus benefits of treatment     
Whether vets should intervene with wildlife, or let nature take its course, or
whether they should euthanise the badgers for its own good

Issues raised might include:·      

Teachers'
notes

Scenario 1: Wild animals and veterinary care1

Scenario 2: Should there be an animal NHS?2

The balance between running a viable practice and an excessive focus on profit 
Balancing the rights of an individual animal versus the rights of many   
Whether it is right to treat wildlife
Whether it is ever right to refuse treatment to a suffering animal    
How funding for wildlife treatment might be made by the government   
What the implications of funding an animal NHS would be for other government
responsibilities requiring funding    
What government should spend taxpayers’ money on
The relative and comparative importance of humans and animals
The issue of sentience

Issues raised might include:·      

3 Scenario 3: Professional obligations

The balance between ethical, professional obligations and business interests 
When it is right to contact the police about something
When you should turn a ‘blind eye’
How to address difficult questions and issues   
Consent, animal rights, the effects on human society of animal-centred crimes and
abuse      
Human and animal sentience

Issues raised might include:
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The nature of rehabilitation and societal forgiveness
The nature of a ‘crime’ and appropriate punishments  
Freedom of speech v social responsibility/incitement

Issues raised might include:·      

Teachers'
notes

The need for housing   
Local people’s rights   
The economic importance of the building industry for jobs etc    
Possible mitigations which might allow badgers and building to co-exist; tunnels
under roads, green spaces amongst the buildings; smaller houses; speed bumps;
reduced street lighting etc    
The dangers to human traffic of badgers crossing motorways    
Animal rights
Consideration of how to interpret wider public support and whether this is relevant

Issues raised might include:·      

Civil liberties – the right of those acting within the law to move freely around the
country without intimidation   
Police search powers
The rights and responsibilities of gamekeepers
The rights and responsibilities of patrollers
The limitations on the public’s right to ‘police’ something 

Issues raised might include·      

4 Scenario 4: A reformed character

5 Scenario 5: Whose land?

6 Scenario 6:   Civil liberties and the shooting industry


